Our diving centre is located in the Three Corners Fayrouz Plaza Hotel at the
beach beside the beach bar.
For the check in we need from you: Dive log, your diving certification, Passport
copy, Medical Statement from the doctor or our Med. Statement with your
signature (in case you have any med. Problems, please visit your doctor)
All our tanks are aluminium DIN, we have adapters for INT, and for NITROX we
don’t charge any extra fee.
We offer our guests different ways to go diving / snorkelling. We have trips by
minibus and boat-trips as well. Our trips always take place. Does not matter if
there is just one person on the list or there are 20 people.
The minibus-trips we offer as half-day-trips. We leave the Dive Centre at 8.45
am or earlier for the morning dive and at 1.30 pm for the afternoon dive. It
takes us between 20 and 55 minutes to reach our dive sites.
The entrances you can find at our dive sites are different – sandy-entry at our
bays or as well canyon- or hole-entries. The favourite dive sites by minibus are
definitely Marsa Abu Dabab, The Cave, Sheikh Malek and Marsa Shoona.
Marsa Abu Dabab is a big bay with easy entry. One Dugong and many huge
turtles call this place their home. On different dive sites, we have to pay an
entrance fee, because some of the places are private. You always find a remark
on the list where you sign-in. In winter season we offer our divers / snorkelers a
cup of tea after diving or snorkelling, this is a free service.
Another possibility to dive / snorkel is to go out with the daily boat. We offer
boat trips from
Ghalib Harbour, Equinox or Marsa Alam Harbour. Port Ghalib is 10 minutes by
bus from our hotel. With this boat, we go to the dive-sites near Port Ghalib –
from 20 until 60 minutes per way. We always stay the whole day at the same
spot. We have a zodiac with us, like this, you can also do one-way dives back to
the boat. Our highlights here in Port Ghalib are called Sharm Shoona and Abu
Sail. As well, we offer once a week to dive at Elphinstone and Gotta Abu Dabab,
we go first 30 min with Bus and after also round half an hour with the boat to
the dive site.

One or two times a week we plan Trip to Dolphinhouse, we drive round one
hour with the bus south directions and after one and half hour with the Boat to
the place.
If you would like to have lunch on the boat – our boat crew always cook nice
Egyptian food. For € 7. - extra you can eat and drink as much as you can. Here
the same, you do not have to pay it cash on the boat. We will pay for you, and
at the end, you find the amount on your bill.
Diving at our house reef is possible. Just the weather can cancel the dives.
However, this does not take place up to 95% per year. In case of a bad weather
situation, we offer other possibilities to dive at this day. For snorkelling, it is o
problem at all.
You do not have to book a dive package in advance. You can decide day by day,
what you want to do – one dive or two dives a day, this is up to you. We can
kombinate the diving packages in the end. Like this, you can enjoy your holidays
and spend so much time under water as you like.
In advance, you get a good briefing of the dive-site. Like this, you continue
directly with the normal dive, together with the dive guide if you have less than
25-logged dives or you would like to dive with the guide. If you have more than
25 dives, your check was okay and you have a dive buddy you can discover the
place without a guide.
For every diver it is mandatory to do a check dive. This check includes a proper
weight-check (spare weights are available). After the weight-check, we ask for
three skills in shallow water. First mask remove and clearing, handle an out of
air situation, hovering. Normally this check takes just 5 minutes of the dive.
Our team is multilingual. All of us are English speaking. Some of us speak
German, French or Italian as well.

In the end of your holidays, you can pay your invoice in cash or with credit card.
Our main currency is Euro. That means the invoice will be in Euro. You do not
have to change your currency. We accept in cash Euros, US Dollar, Egyptian
Pound, British Pound and Swiss Franc. The exchange rate we will take from our
bank by the internet.
If you would like to pay with credit card, you can do this with VISA or Master
Card. Both cards will be charge in Egyptian Pound by the daily exchange rate
from the internet. We have to charge a fee of 3 % if you pay with your credit
card.

